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>  Sales

Sales and Land use change “hotspots” for 
SFLO land

> Residential 
conversion 



> Riparian Buffers are not found to be driving sales or 
conversion to residential or development land uses 

> Regulatory concerns do not appear to be driving 
sales and development
– Based on the ‘fate’ of 2009 survey respondents
– No significant effects of riparian acres/harvesting

> Sales are not necessarily planned 
– Family circumstances/financial needs often cited
– Sales are predictive of subsequent conversion

> Owners with larger land holdings less likely to 
convert to residential uses
– Additional 100 ac owned  ↓17% odds W, ↓14% odds E

Factors driving SFLO land sales and 
conversion



> Proximity to development/UGB 
 higher odds of residential 
conversion statewide

> Proximity to public roads 
higher odds of ag and residential 
conversion on Eastside

> Westside parcel Roads: ↑ 1 mi 
↑ 69% odds of residential 
conversion

> Perception of ownership 
challenges associated with 
subsequent conversion

Factors driving SFLO land 
sales and conversion



Higher income counties more at risk for 
development, Westside



> Westside 
SFLOs who 
manage larger 
forest 
holdings 
appear to be 
more reluctant 
to both sell 
and convert 
their forest 
lands.

Impact of Ownership Size, Westside



> “Time-shift” the relevant independent variables and 
apply the model to 2019 SFLO parcels in 
“ForestOrNatural” land use categories to provide a 
broad estimate of the future conversion probabilities 
and expected acreages. 

> We no longer have sales or harvest application 
histories to draw upon 

> Spatial and sociodemographic variables have been 
updated to reflect future conditions (WA OFM 
projections)

Forward-looking estimates (to ~ 2030)



> Conversion anticipated to continue

Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses

Westside Eastside 
Conversion 
category 

Forested 
Acres

Percent of 
total forested 

acres

Forested 
Acres

Percent of 
total forested 

acres
Agricultural 10733.2 1.2 59898.4 5.7
Non-
residential 
development 

10342.0 1.2 4225.0 0.4

Residential 58529.6 6.6 34102.6 3.3
Total 79646.4 9.0 97949.2 9.4



> Residential development

Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses



> Other development

Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses



> Agriculture

Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses



> Westside
Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses

County Total expected 
conversion

Expected 
Residential 
conversion

Expected 
Development 
conversion

Expected Agriculture 
conversion

Clallam 4,270 3,401 303 572 
Clark 5,920 4,998 432 500 
Cowlitz 4,911 3,867 356 675 
Grays Harbor 4,681 2,574 746 1,294 
Island 2,415 2,122 151 139 
Jefferson 2,198 1,533 283 409 
King 5,620 5,097 299 270 
Kitsap 3,449 2,876 387 194 
Lewis 10,958 6,532 2,135 2,246 
Mason 4,121 3,280 450 402 
Pacific 3,666 1,874 1,192 580 
Pierce 6,733 5,644 486 597 
San Juan 2,903 1,759 523 624 
Skamania 1,511 706 508 319 
Snohomish 6,413 4,988 873 516 
Thurston 5,210 3,682 724 814 
Wahkiakum 953 718 71 151 
Whatcom 3,738 2,915 349 474 
Total 79,646 58,530 10,342 10,733 



> Westside, relative conversion
Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses



> Eastside
Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses

County
Total 

expected 
conversion 

Expected 
Residential 
conversion

Expected 
Development 

conversion

Expected 
Agriculture 
conversion

Asotin 6,084 90 70 5,909 
Chelan 2,182 752 91 1,328 
Ferry 11,555 2,949 283 8,334 
Garfield 84 13 1 67 
Kittitas 3,853 2,123 192 1,502 
Klickitat 5,827 2,856 270 2,649 
Okanogan 9,014 3,946 689 4,389 
Pend Oreille 11,691 4,938 491 6,283 
Skamania 175 126 7 41 
Spokane 9,485 4,944 346 4,204 
Stevens 35,591 11,035 1,695 22,714 
Walla Walla 409 107 14 265 
Yakima 2,213 134 20 2,071 
Total: 97,949 34,103 4,225 59,898 



> Eastside, relative conversion
Anticipated conversion to non-forest uses



> Comprehensive data on landowners’ evaluation of 
objectives/challenges is generally not available

> Surveys help and may contain subjective intentions 
about land use change

> Somewhat rare to connect subjective evaluations to 
objectively observed land use change

> We have an opportunity to do so using an older 
(2009) survey

Tying subjective evaluations to objectively 
observed land use change



> We constructed “Legacy”, “Environment/Wildlife”, “Personal 
Residence” and “Income/Investment” as ownership value 
factors, and “Regulations” and “Ownership in the Future” as 
ownership challenge factors. We then tested whether these 
factors were significant in observed parcel land use change.

> Also looked at anticipated development, harvesting history, 
riparian areas, etc.

Attempt to tie subjective evaluations to 
observed change



>do not find the subjective evaluation of being 
burdened by regulations as predictive of subsequent 
conversion (for any conversion types)

>Evaluation of “great development” pressure also not 
predictive

>Anticipation of development in the future not 
predictive of actual conversion

>Harvesting history or riparian variables not 
predictive

Attempt to tie subjective evaluations to 
observed change



>We do find that 
stronger 
assessment of 
perceived 
challenges to 
“Ownership in the 
Future” is 
associated with 
future (residential) 
conversion. 

Attempt to tie subjective evaluations to 
observed change



>We also find 
that landowners 
valuing their 
land as a place 
of residence is 
associated with 
future 
(residential) 
conversion.

Attempt to tie subjective evaluations to 
observed change



> Program participation is voluntary thus very hard to 
determine whether observed differences are due to 
the program itself or other factors

> Randomized trials help tease out the effect of the 
‘program’ (think vaccines)

> We use observable data and try to sift through 
parcels to create a “twin” parcels which isn’t in 
FREP

> Match within county and SVA based on parcel and 
spatial characteristics and harvesting history

Empirical support for FREP effectiveness



> For each case/control pair, 4 outcomes possible: both parcels were retained in forest uses 
(588), both parcels transitioned away from forest uses (70), case (FREP) parcel transitioned 
but control did not (94), or case (FREP) parcel was retained in forest uses but control 
transitioned away from forest uses (170). 

> If more of the treated parcels are retained when controls transitioned than the opposite 
scenario, we can infer that treatment (FREP) has a forest land use retention effect. 

Empirical support for FREP effectiveness

Funded and in queue 
FREP parcels, n=922

FREP participants

ForestOrNatural
LU in 2019

Not 
ForestOrNatural

LU in 2019

Matched controls ForestOrNatural 
LU in 2019

588
Both stay

94
FREP 

transitions/non-
FREP “twin” stays

Not 
ForestOrNatural

LU in 2019

170
FREP stays/non-

FREP “twin” 
transitions

70
Both transition



> The ratio of disparate outcomes (for example, 94/170) provides an 
estimate of the odds of conversion, which is 0.55 (94/170), 95% CI of 
(0.42-0.72) for the funded and in queue FREP parcels, and 60/109=0.55, 
95% CI of (0.39-0.74) for the funded FREP parcels. 

> In other words, we find that FREP participation reduces the odds of 
conversion by about 45% for all the FREP-treated parcels. 

> In the additional sense, FREP (funded and waitlist) protects 8318 (5409 
for funded contracts) acres, or about 16.7% (15.0% for funded acres) 
of all FREP treated acres. Based on contracted parcels, the cost per 
(in the counterfactual sense) protected acre is estimated to be 
$8,119/acre.

Empirical support for FREP effectiveness



> Since participation is not random, try to control for many parcel 
characteristics (case-control matching)

> The ratio of disparate outcomes (796/13803) provides an estimate of 
the odds of conversion, which is 0.06, 95% CI of (0.054-0.062). 

Empirical support of current use taxation as 
retention tool

DFL parcels
ForestOrNatural LU in 2019 Not ForestOrNatural LU in 2019
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ForestOrNatural LU in 
2019

15376
(control in forestry/case in forestry)

796
(control in forestry/case NOT in 

forestry)

Not ForestOrNatural 
LU in 2019

13803
(control NOT in forestry/case in 

forestry)

1228
(control not in forestry/case not in 

forestry)



> DFL participation reduces the odds of conversion by 
about 94% for all the DFL-treated parcels 

> In terms of acreage, the counterfactual forestry land 
use protection effect is estimated to extend across 
667,599.1 acres which comprises 49.9% of total DFL-
enrolled parcel acreage

> Thus, the estimated relative additionality of the DFL 
program is substantial: almost exactly ½ of DFL-
enrolled acreage is additional forest protection. 

Empirical support of current use taxation as 
retention tool



> DFL effective and 
generally well-
liked tool

> Given 5 acre 
lower bound, 
hard to change 
on that margin

> Can enroll those 
not managing for 
timber

> Local fiscal 
impacts not 
evaluated 

Empirical support of current use taxation as 
retention tool



> Asked the following:
> “Consider an option that would allow you to permanently prevent future residential and commercial 
development on some or all of your land, while allowing other uses such as farming, forestry, and recreation 
to continue.

> -These limits on the uses of your land would need to be followed by you and future owners forever

> -You would not be able to subdivide your land

> -Allowing public access to your land would be optional

> -The land’s property taxes may be reduced significantly

> -You still own your land and could sell it to whom you want

> -If you sold the land you would receive less than the full market value, because it can no longer be 
developed

> -For each acre of land you designate in the agreement, you would receive the following one-time, lump 
sum, per acre payment $ [randomized dollar amount from $250-$7,000 for the pilot and $1,000-$10,000 in 
the full survey].

> Would you do this?”

Conservation Easements as a Retention 
Tool



> Female landowners and owners over the age of 65 
are significantly less interested in conservation 
easements. 

> Respondents with a bachelor’s degree or higher and 
those who have submitted or expect to submit a 
Forest Practices application in the next 10 years are 
significantly more interested in conservation 
easements. 

> population density change is significantly and 
negatively related to interest in conservation 
easements. 

Acceptance of hypothetical (similar to RCO and 
others) conservation easement contract

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Size of ownership not significant



> mean WTA for a 
conservation easement 
unconditional on the 
development value of 
forest land is $4,663 per 
acre

> the predicted probability 
of a respondents marking 
“Yes” in response to the 
conservation easement 
question does not 
statistically increase 
above per-acre payment 
offers of $3,150

> Again, heterogeneous 
values among SFLOs

Conservation easement payments
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